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Professional Show was awarded the contract for the supply, 

design and installation of a technological solution for the 
management of two videowalls for the Suem 118 operations 

centre in Padua, which coordinates medical emergency 

interventions for the entire province.

The modern operations centre, in use from April 2022, is able to 

monitor the patient in live mode thanks to the modern audio/

video systems installed.

Inside the room there are 12 workstations with corresponding 

monitors, but each operator can at any time raise his head and 

see in front of him replicated the situation of everybody thanks 

to the 2 video walls installed.

However, these have an additional feature because in the case 

of a sudden emergency, the room can be split into two parts 

and one side will follow the emergency, while the other side can 

continue with its daily work.

The two VideoWalls consist of Samsung’s 55” VH55R Series 
Professional Displays in a 3 x 2 configuration. The format and 

presentation layout of the images are completely managed by   

the matrix/processor.

The Dexon video wall controller mod. DXN5400 is therefore 

characterised by a dual architecture: Hardware-based for live 

input/output management and PC-based for the management 

of applications directly on the server over IP.

This system guarantees maximum reliability/redundancy 

and avoids processor overload problems when increasing the 

number of input sources and their resolutions/frequencies.

 

The technology installed allows Control Room operators to 

visualise in “multiview” mode, shared and uninterrupted, 

a large amount of information and video-audio content 

from Internet, software applications, external signals such 

as workstations in use by room operators, fixed and mobile 

telephone equipment.

Videowalls also provide different user levels, depending on 

the levels of accessibility and functionality: for example, an 

administrator can manage the entire videowall, operate directly 

on live windows, and activate scenarios, while a user can only 

activate certain presets, or operate only on a portion of the wall.
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